
The costs of ICD-10 compliance will be substantial: A typical hospital 
will spend $2 million to $5 million; medical group practices can 
expect to spend $25 thousand per physician; health plans can expect 
to spend between $11 and $38 per member.
 
Yet the costs of non-compliance are potentially even greater. 
According to ICD-10 financial impact analysis, hospitals that fail to 
properly implement ICD-10 put at risk 100 percent of their annual 
patient revenue each year.

The greatest issue with ICD-10 is that few providers have the internal 
expertise, experience, methodology and capacity to take on the 
largest transformative e�ort in healthcare in more than 30 years.

“Hospitals that fail to properly implement 
  ICD-10 put at risk 100 percent of their 
  patient-related annual revenue each year.”

Sheer numbers tell the 
story of the size and 
magnitude of ICD-10: 

• Over 160,000 new  
 diagnosis and 
 procedure codes

• Almost 10 times 
 more ICD-10 codes 
 than ICD-9 codes

• More than 50   
 departments in a typical  
 hospital impacted –  
 from scheduling and all  
 areas of clinical care to  
 billing, collections and  
 analytics/reporting

Your Partner for ICD-10 Success
ICD-10 transformation, not just a check-mark



Atrilogy: Your ICD-10 Solutions Partner 
Atrilogy Solutions Group can help successfully guide you 
through ICD-10 implementation. No matter the size of your 
organization, Atrilogy can assist you:

 • Large hospital systems and payers that need 
    specific ICD-10 related resources/skills, 
    experiences and solutions.
 
 • Medium-size hospitals (100 to 300 beds) that 
    need an ICD-10 consulting partner to help them 
    each step of the way.
 
 • Smaller (less than 100-bed), specialty and critical  
    access hospitals that need solutions specifically   
       targeted for their size organizations.
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Assessment – a thorough assessment of all major areas impacted 
by ICD-10. At the end of this stage, you will know the major areas 
impacted by ICD-10, and have an executable ICD-10 strategy.
 
• ICD-10 Executive Awareness
   ICD-10 executive awareness sessions tailored for your leaders
 
• ICD-10 Jump-Start Services
   For organizations that have not started on ICD-10, 
   we get you started by launching multiple ICD-10 work 
   streams simultaneously
 
• ICD-10 Financial Impact Analysis
   Jvion’s software tools allow you to perform detailed analytics on your
   existing claims to identify ICD-10’s exact revenue impact down to the
   code level. You receive unmatched insight and tailored metrics to help  
   you prioritize all of your conversion activities to mitigate financial risk.

• ICD-10 Assessment/Strategy 
   We deploy a proven approach to assess all critical areas 
   impacted by ICD-10 and develop a comprehensive, detailed 
   and actionable ICD-10 implementation plan 
 
• Training Needs
   We perform a detailed assessment of ICD-10 education 
   and training needs and develop a comprehensive ICD-10 
   training strategy and budget

Implementation – we work with your team to 
help you design and implement changes to all 
impacted areas found during the assessment.

• Clinical Documentation Improvement
   We sample patient charts to assess the level of your
   clinical documentation and report our findings to
   provide critical gap analysis between your current
   practices and those needed to support ICD-10. 

• Computer Assisted Coding
   We help organizations justify and select CAC software 
   solutions and develop a CAC implementation strategy 
   for taking advantage of this new and innovative
   technology

• Crosswalk Development
   Using our industry-leading ICD-10 tools, we help you
   develop ICD-9/ICD-10 forward and backward 
   crosswalks

• Decision Support
   We recommend and help implement new analytical and
   reporting solutions leveraging greater levels of granularity
   provided by the new ICD-10 codes

• Dual Coding 
   We help provide you with dual coding – a subset of
   cases and encounters coded in both ICD-9 and ICD-10
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Our ICD-10 Approach



Implementation

• HIM Sta�ng/Education
   We help you develop HIM sta�ng strategies, provide
   supplemental HIM sta� and provide educational
   assistance for your HIM sta�

• Training Coordination
   We work with you to coordinate training activities for
   your organization by putting in place experienced
   training leaders who will manage your entire ICD-10
   training e�ort 

• Education Solutions
   We refer clients to our partner Precyse for its
   comprehensive ICD-10 education solutions. Precyse is
   the leader in ICD-10 education solutions that address 
   all stakeholder training needs, using a variety of 
   innovative solutions

• Process Improvement
   We advise organizations on their revenue cycle 
   management and HIM processes before the ICD-10
   implementation date. We help organizations improve
   and finely tune their revenue cycle, HIM and clinical 
   work flow processes in preparation for ICD-10 

• Supplemental Sta�
   We provide additional sta� for key roles such as 
   project managers, business and clinical analysts,
   process experts, enterprise architects and testers

Transition/Go-Live – We help your organization 
transition into using the new ICD-10 codes. This starts with 
developing a comprehensive go-live plan, then executing it 
through the anticipated 2- to 5-year transition period.
 
        • Business Partner Testing
    We help you manage your business partner testing before 
    your ICD-10 implementation go-live date 

 • Go-Live Planning 
    We help you plan for your ICD-10 go-live and transition   
    period; most industry experts recommend organizations   
    should expect the transition period to be 2 to 5 years

 • Go-Live Support
    We provide sta� to assist you during the ICD-10 transition  
    period with a focus on the early months when the most   
    change is expected to take place. 

Management – Throughout all stages, we provide you with an 
umbrella of program/project management, collaboration and 
advisory consulting services to help you achieve ICD-10 success. 

 • Management
    We provide experienced ICD-10 program/project managers   
    that work with your managers and leadership to manage   
    your ICD-10 e�ort  

 • Advice
    We bring industry leadership, experience and advice to   
    help guide you through the ICD-10 process, through   
    periodic review and feedback of intermediate results 
    and deliverables

 • Collaboration
    We help you implement collaborative approaches between  
    you and your payers/providers and vendors, on a regional  
    and/or provider/payer-specific basis 



Why Select Atrilogy? 
Our key di�erentiators:
Broad Set of ICD-10 Services 
Each step of the way, you will need new and 
di�erent resources to assist you; turn to 
Atrilogy, which has the broadest set of ICD-10 
solutions in the industry, to meet your needs 

Industry-Leading Tools  
Our partner, Jvion, and its icdcomplete tool 
suite, mitigate financial risk across the entire 
remediation process and have been recognized 
as industry leading by HIMSS and Wedi; our 
partner Precyse is a market leader in computer- 
assisted coding, intelligent workflow and ICD-10 
education and learning management systems.

Recognized ICD-10 Leader  
Our practice leadership and our partners are 
recognized ICD-10 leaders, both nationally and 
regionally, and are continually asked to deliver 
ICD-10 presentations at conferences and 
published in national publications 

Outstanding Resources/High Value  
We deliver high-quality resources that provide 
high- value results

Flexible/Collaborative 
Our clients tell us they enjoy working with us 
and find us highly collaborative

Our Industry-Leading Partners:

Precyse – a provider of expert services and comprehensive 
technologies that empower healthcare organizations to 
e�ectively and e�ciently capture, organize, secure and 
analyze clinical data transforming it into actionable informa-
tion, supporting the delivery of quality patient care and 
optimizing operating performance. www.precyse.com 

Jvion – a healthcare compliance technology and services 
consultancy that helps providers and payers drive 
automation and risk mitigation into every aspect of ICD-10 
remediation. Jvion’s featured software solution is 
icdcomplete - a cloud-based, comprehensive tool that helps 
organizations reduce ICD-10 cost, mitigate risk and optimize 
reimbursements with fewer resources and in less time. 

Primeau Consulting Group HIM – an independent health 
information management consulting company that provides 
high-quality health information services to hospitals and 
health care organizations of all sizes. 
www.primeauconsultinggroup.com 
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